STIM-TRP Pathways and Microdomain Organization: Auxiliary Proteins of the STIM/Orai Complex.
The basic paradigm of a mechanism for calcium influx triggered after a reduction on calcium store content implies a sensor of calcium concentration on the endoplasmic reticulum (the stores) and a calcium channel immersed on the plasma membrane. These two basic components are STIM and Orai, the most fundamental and minimal molecular constituents of the store-operated calcium entry mechanism. However, even when minimal components can be reduced to these two proteins, the intricate process involved in approximating two cellular membranes (endoplasmic reticulum, ER and plasma membrane, PM) require the participation of several other components, many of which remain unidentified to this date. Here we review several of the proteins identified as constituents of the so-called store-operated calcium influx complex (SOCIC) and discuss their role in modulating this complex phenomenon.